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Continuing of
carnival tradition
yet undetermined

•

Terry Mahoney
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CELEBRATION: ~embers of Hare Krshna join together with drums and sitars on the hill near Bugg
Lake, whlle one member dJstrlbutes treats to students passing by. [Photo by Larry LaBrierl

Rally challenges admissions policy
Mark Henderson
The Students for a Vemocratic Society and the Progressive Labor Party continued
their argument against the use
of admissions tests during a
rally held on the hill facing
Bugg Lake, Friday, Sept. 20.
Speaking before a sparse
crowd of approximately 40
people were Paul Gomberg of
SDS and Marge Kuehnle of
the PLP. Gomberg, the first to
speak, outlined the history of
admissions tests, offering evidence that the psychologist
who made up the tests " believed blacks were genetically
inferior to whites." Such
exams as ACT, SAT and the
Ohio Psychological consisted of
questions, Gomberg said, that
did not test intelligence but
social class. These , he contin-
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ued , discriminated agaInst the
working class and blacks.
The SDS has been active on
campus since the fall of 1971,
when the admissions policy
was changed from admitting
the upper two-thirds of a high
school graduating class to that
of admitting those students
whose test scores and class
rank averaged 75 percentile or
above.
Last year, the University
Senate passed a resolution
allowing for students in the top
half of their class to be
admitted, but others must still
submit a test score. This poliey
is now under review at the
other University of Missouri
campuses. Gomberg said th~
University Senate refused to
discuss a stronger resolution.
Kuehnle , of the PLP, discussed the rise in incidental fees
for the university this year and

said that it was discrimnatory . She also announced
plans for discussing a 30-hour
work week with 40-hour pay to
help workers cope with inflation at the next national
convention of the PLP . After
the speech, Kuehnle held an
open-mike session, but participation was small.
After the rally, seven persons accompanied Gomberg to
a meeting with H . E. Mueller,
director of Admissions. Mueller heard their argument and
told them that the admissions
policy was based on the
programs available at the
campus and on the probability
of a student's success. The
tests measured a person's
ability to do well on the
university level, Mueller said,
and if there were any doubts ,
·then " that person should start
lit th!'l junior college level. '

Many had fully anticipated
the 1974 UMSLVAL would be
the beginning of a profitable
tradition. However, the actual
carnival proved to be less of a
success than many hoped.
Questions are being raised as
to the advisability of continuing the carnival tradition.
Carnival committee chairman
John Kolve claims that things
went more or less according to
plan. He cites what he claims
was good cooperation from all
involved, good advertising, acceptable weather and a large
pool of potential customers:
namely, the students.
According to Kolve 's suspicion
it is this last factor that eventually turned out to be a detriment to the carnival. He claims
that the commuter nature of the
campus and the general type of
students the university attracts
just does not seem to provide for
the number of patrons that they
had hoped for. In terms of both
of these characteristics, UMSL
differs from Washington Univer- •
sity, whose Thurteen Carnival
provides a certain standard of
comparison.
Sue Ebbesmeier of the University Chorus might be taken as
representative of another body
of opinion.
She places the blame more
directly than on the general
nature of the student body.
While Kolve ' s expressed suspicions would seem to suggest
that holding such a carnival as
UMSLV AL is inappropriate for
this kind of campus, her own
theory does not lead to that conclusion.
Ebbesmeier places blame on
the carnival committee itself.
She claims that advertising was
not disseminated until a matter
of days before the event. This

resulted in too few people knowing when the carnival would take
place, and many found out too
late to include it in their plans.
She says further that the
event was scheduled too early,
and should have taken place at
least two weeks later. or even
some time in October.
Just how wise such advice is
seems uncertaIn at thls pomt.
Just how' big of a failure--if
indeed it was a failure--the carnival was is hard to determine.
John Kolve is unable to say
which booths made a profit. This
is because his fraternity takes its
share in the form of a $50 fee
and has no connection with
whatever money is then made or
lost. Sue Ebbesmeier chose not
to tell whether or not her group
made money. When it was suggested to her that the degree of
success or failure her own
organization met with might
demonstrate how valid her
claims were that UMSLVAL was
mismanaged , she agail! ~efused.
She was more candid as to
how she would run the carnival
if given the chance . According to
her plan, preparations for the
carnival would start no later
than the beginning of the
previous winter semester, and
would be conducted by a committee made up of one member
from each of the groups sponsoring booths. She would get information on who would be
involved by sending questionnaires to all organizations on
campus.
If Ebbesmeier had made her
thoughts known to Sigma Tau
Gamma , neither she nor Kolve
mentioned it.
qthers ~ill have the opportumty to dISCUSS the carnival's
future at the Central Council
meeting , Sunday , Sept. 29.

Grain beetles make home in bookstore candy bars
Tom Lochmoeller

•

Issue 203

University of M issouri-St. Louis

The insect found in the Mr.
Goodbar was captured and taken
to professor Charles Granger of
Friday the 13th was an the Biology Department for idenunlucky day for Current photog- tification and background in forrapher Greg Ahrens. He bought mation. The following Monday,
a Hershey's Mr. Goodbar from Granger had the technical identhe UMSL candy shop (which is tification of the bug; Class:
run by the bookstore) only to Insecta, Order: Coloptera, Famdiscover several bugs scurrying ' ily: Cucujidae, Genus: Oryzaearound on' "it. A subsequent in- philus, Species: Surin Amensis,
vestigation revealed that the otherwise commonly known as a
entire shipment of Hershey bars saw-toothed grain beetle. Granreceived by the bookstore was ger then put the Current in
contaminated.
contact with Thomas BratAhrens returned the infested', kowski, who is a specialist in the
bar and exchanged it for what : study of insects, for detailed
information on the beetle.
he hoped was an uninfested bar,
The saw-toothed grain beetle
meanwhile, Current reporters
&
f
is
,oun d throughout the world
boug h t 3 more can d y b ars or. a and feeds on a great variety of
random test sample.
. products including all grains and
HerShey 'S plain, almond and grain products, dried fruits,
Mr. Goodbar were purchased to breakfast foods, nuts, seeds,
determine if the infestation was yeast, sugar, candy, tobacco and
restricted to one type of bar or ' dried meats.
whether all the Hershey prodn
ucts were affected. No obvious
oratkowski stated that it was
visible evidence of the insects likely that many students ate the
was found in the plain or almond beetles without realizing it. His
bars, but bugs were found in the reasoning "'as that the beetles
Mr. Goodbar. This inspection wouldn 't be seen due to their
was made several hours after small size and that it would be
Ahrens complaint, allowing plen- impossible to taste them for the
ty of time for the bookstore to choco~ate .
inspect and replace the defective
Eatmg the .beetles wouldn't
candy .
~ make anyone slck, bu.t . they can

carry parasites that could. However, Bratkowski felt it was very
unlikely that these beetles were
carrying parasites because they
were probably born and raised
in the chocolate bars. The only
way they could get parasites
would be if they ate mouse
droppings.
On Thursdav, Sept. 19th, Current
reporters
met
with

George Dickerson, manager of
the bookstore to determine exactly what these creatures were
doing in the candy. The Current
was . very fortunate in retaining
Bratowski to go along as a
Dickerson
consulting expert.
said that he was not aware of
the specific incidents of insects
in the candy to which we referred, but outlined bookstore pol-

BUG INSPECfION: Thomas Bratkowsld, Insect sPecialist, examines
candy boxes for evldeDce of saw-toothed grain beetles at the
lnfonoatioD Desk. [Photo by Greg AhreDS]

icy in dealing with this type of
problem. He said that whenever
sent back to Siegel Candy Compa~y, which gives a full refund ,
the bookstore takes no financial
losses in disposing of bad candy.
Answering inqumes about
what preventitive measures were
used against insects, he replied
that the entire storage area of
the bookstore was sprayed regularly by exterminators although
neither he nor his assistant knew
when or how often. He also
mentioned that recently they had
been spraying daily on their own .
with Impact insecticide to deal
with a bee problem caused by
trash on the loading dock. Bratkowski confirmed that this particular insecticide is safe around
food, but must be used often to
be effective.
A special room is set aside for
candy storage, which the Current inspected. Bulk candy is
stored in plastic containers
which Bratkowski inspected and
was satisfied with. However
much of the pre-packaged candy
was sitting on the flour and a lot
more candy was on a table
outside the room despite the
nearly empty shelves. After a
~ntlDued
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New student, Homecomin.9 Elections - Sept. 30, Oct. 1-2
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New student, homecoming elections

.

New
students-freshman
and transfer student;;-can
elect representatives to the
Central Council from Monday ,
Sept. 30 through Wednesday,
Oct. 2.
The voting machines will be
located in the University Center. The polls will be open
from 10 am to 2 pm and from
6 pm to 8 pm.
Out of ten candidates, six
will be elected. The following
is a list of candidates and how
they will appear on the ballot:
Lori Lewis - SAIL, Donna
Borgmeyer - SAIL, Donald
Hesse ,
David
Jacauemin ,

Thomas Pollard, Dan Crone SAIL, Lynn O' Shaughnessy.
SAIL Janice Mentz , Danlel
Fets~h Judy Zaia. SAIL stands
.for an ' endorsement from the
Student Action Involvement
~ape .
.
Voting
for
Homecommg
King and Queen will als~ be
taking place at the same time.
All students are eligible to
vote in the separate ballot
boxes. Homecoming weekend
begins Oct. 5.
Anyone available to work the
polls can contact the Central
Council office - 5104.

University Programming Board selection
The University Programing
Board has announced that it is
soliciting applications from individuals interested in serving
on the board this year.
Applications are now available at the information desk in
the University Center for the
ten positions open on the
board. Members of the Central
Council will choose five individuals and Stephanie Kries,
Programming Board Director,
will chQose the other five . Per-

sonal interviews will be conducted.
'the University Programmipg
Board is involved in' the
choosing and arranging of
programs held on the UMSL
campus , including concerts,
speakers, dramatic performances, etc.
Applications will be accepted
until October 11 at 5 pm . Com?leted applications should be
:ubmitted back to the informa.ion desk.

Human sexuality conference- Oc t. 3

c

Practical
approaches
to
teaching about human sexuality will be discussed by parents, teachers, administrators ,
social workers and health officials at a conference Oct. 3 at
UMSL . The conference will be
held from 3:30 to 9 pm in the
J . C. Penney Continuing Education Building.
"Coming to Terms with Our
Own Sexuality - Before We Try
to Teach Others" is the topic
of the keynote speech at 7:30
pm by Dr. Sol Gordon, a nationally known writer and
therapist who is professor of
child and family studies at
Syracuse University.
The conference is sfonsored
by UMSL's School 0 Education and Extension Division in

[Continued from page one]

very brief inspection of a box of
MJ. Goodbars in the storeroom
in which no bugs were found
(many bugs were found in it
later) , the candy on sale was inspected. Bratkowski found several beetles crawling around in all
the Hershey products and they
were all removed . Other candy
products were looked at briefly
and the Corn Nuts were found
with beetles in them . These were
8Jso removed . Bratkowski suggested that the candy shop be
closed until a more thorough
search could be made , to which
Dickerson replied, "Well, we
could," but he decided not to.
Bratkowski had several suggestions to help control the
problem . First, he suggested
that all the shelves be scrubbed
down. Second, he suggested that
the candy be placed in plastic
rather than cardboard boxes.
The reason being. that, bugs can
burrow into cardboard to hide
and can contaminate fresh stock.
Finally, he suggested that
weatherstripping be put under
the candy room door, which
would stop mice and some insects from entering. Dickerson
agreed to have all these things
done and mentioned that he was
going to air-condition the room
to help maintain freshness. Bratkowski concluded that the beetles were in t he candy when it
arrived at the University and
that the bookstore was not at
fault . .
That evening Dickerson had
Si~ge~ Candy Company come out

cooperation with the Social
Health Association of Greater
St. Louis.
For more information about
conference registration and
fees , call the UMSL Extension
Division at 453-5961.

Women's group

KWMU special

, The UMSL Women 's Group
will hold its first meeting of
the new school year on Wednesday , Oct. 9 at 12 noon in
Room 126 of the J . C. Penney
Bldg. Elections for new officers will be held and programs and issues for 1974-75
will be discussed.

Harry Steen, the KWMU
Student Staff Director of Special Programs, has announced
a weekend spectacular: Motown W eenend - for the weekend of Sept. 28 and 29.
Smokey Robinson and the Miracles; the Fifth Dimension ;
Diana Ross & the Supremes;
Marvin Gaye; and Stevie Wonder are just a few of the artists
to be featured .
The Motown weekend 'will
be aired on KWMU from 1 to
6 am on Saturday and Sunday,
the 28th and 29th of Sept.

The Women 's Group invites
any and all members of the
UMSL community, including
students , to attend meetings
and participate in its activities.

Grain beetles found In candy bars
•

•

to make a more thorough inspection . They found the entire shipment of Hershey bars to be contaminated. They also discovered
that these bars had been manufactured in February, the recommended shelf life of 6 to 8
weeks long expired. Dickerson
told the Current that he spoke to
Miss Sehr, who is directly over

fm

-

the candy shop, and who was
previously ' unavailable for com- ..
ment, as to whether or not she
acted on complaints about the
bugs . Dickerson said that she
did, but had unknowingly replaced the bad candy with more
bad candy thinking' that it was
good because it came from a
different box.

r-------------------------.
.
A 1 TUXEDO
t " tOne of the country:s largest'
..
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20% discount with this ad .

THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

HOMECOMING
DINNER DANCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5,1974
KHORASSAN ROOM
CHASE-PARK PLAZA HOTEL
212 NORTH KINGSHIGHWAY BLVD.

SHAK€~MUP

VilHAN
AZJ€C €ARlHQUAK€.
Montezumol!'
Tequila Ea rthgua l~e

CASH BAR:

7:30 PM - 1:00 AM

DI NNER:

8:30 PM

DANCING:

10:00 PM - 1:00 AM

MUSIC· BY
""THE TERRY THOMPSON BAND"
$4.00 pERSON) UMSL STUDENTS
$5.00 PERSON) UMSL FACULTY

&STAF F

TICKETS AVA I LABLE AT UNI VERSTTY CENT~R INFORMATION DESK
TICKETS SALES END AT 9:00 PM) THURSDAY) OCTOBER 3RD

-

THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN SUBSIDIZED
WITH STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS

~

__________________

~

,

c:~~
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Amnesty plan creates controversy
•

•

•

..

Joe WIlliams-

Bett served hIs tour ot duty
and is currently attending

The World Book Dictionary
1973 ed., defines amnesty a~
" . . a general pardon for past
offenses against a government.
. ." Amensty to many Americans today also means anxiety
when certain issues are juxtaposed. President Ford's amnesty plan in the aftermath of
the Nixon pardon has stimulated many differing viewpoints .
The Ford amnesty plan means
controversy here at UMSL.
Former President Richard M
~ixon being granted a pardo~
IS not the only issue. Another
issue is where are President
Ford's priorities when considering Vietnam era veterans?
Doug Bett, a Vietnam era
veteran, doesn't like the Ford
amnesty. "Everytime someone
messes up , he is lured back.
Those that walk the straight
and narrow seem to always get '
the shaft. It's a question of
priori~ies .': Betts said guesturmg With his hands vigorously
"What kind of incentives ar~
there for the guys who went?"

UMSL.
"Nixon got off.· Why not let
them off? " Martin Levin said,
a National Guardsman still on
active duty.
" Serving 18
months working in a VA
hospital would be better than
living away from home. I'm for
it." he said. Levin is a
Business Administration major
in the Evening College.
Tim Kersting, an ex-Army
vet who served 11 months and
27 days in Vietnam and experienced combat, felt this way:
" Why were we there? The
villagers didn't give a damn, "
he said softly. Asked about
amnesty
Kersting
replied,
" They might as well have an
amnesty , but they shouldn 't
reveive VA benefits." Would
he do it again? " No , I would
never go again," he said with
grim sincerity.
The UMSL Veterans Affairs
Office has sent out 1800 ques. tionnaires to vet-students requesting their thoughts and
opinions on amnesty. The

issues surrounding amnesty
are becoming as controversial
as Watergate with all of its
revelations. There are many
ramificatibns and unanswered
questions .
Debbie Shannon, a coed majoring in Special Education,
summed up the majority opinion at UMSL. "I think there
should be an unconditional
amnesty for everybody. Nixon
got a full pardon. Let everybody go," she said.
Many died in Solltheast
Asia, many fled that death,
Nixon is free, Calley is in
prison, many are disabled, the
undeclared war is over, conditional amnesty is here and the
controversy goes on at UMSL :
HOMECOMING CANDIDATES: Queen and king candidates for
UMSL's annual homecoming, to be held October 3, 4, 5, from left to
right: Back row--Patrlcla Noonan, John Kolve, Donna Aumiller,
Mike Dace, Kathy Stubbs. Front row--! RlJJldy . Klock, Sue Rice,
Patricia MOrris, Ken Hudson. Voting will take place Sept. 30
through Oct. 2 In the U. Ceutl'ir Il)bh. [Photo by Larry LaBrierl
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ARUGGED BOOT
FOR ARUGGED COUNTRY

Fri., Sept. 27 -Lunch 'n Chat - Hillel 11 am 58
UC.
Film- " Day of the Jackal" 8 pm
101 SH.
Hockey- Women 's Intercollegiative field hockey UMSL vs .
Blackburn College 4 pm UMSL.
Sat., Sept. 28 -Soccer- UMSL vs. Western Ill.
1:30 UMSL.
Testing- GED 7:30 am 120 BH.
Cross Country- UMSL at Cougar
Invitational 11 am Edwardsville.
Meeting- Strategic Theory Club
12 noon 222 JCP .
Film- " Day of the Jackal " 8 pm
101 SH .
Class- Figure Drawing Workshop 9 am 132 & 133 BE.
Dance- Modernaires Club $1.00
.f} pm Snack Bar
Float Trip- Upper Meramec
$5.00 (Chiluk-ki group).

Mon., Sept. 30 -Rush- Sigma Pi Rush Table 9-3 .
Snack Bar.
Film- " The Battle of Culloden"
8 pm JCP .
Seminar- Math 3:40 412 CH .
Colloquium- " The International
Transmission of Inflation" Emilio Pagoulatos, Econ. 3:30 331
BE .
Tues. Oct. L -Film- "The Autobiography of
Miss Jane Pittman " 8 pm JCP .
Seminar- Math Dept. 10:40 412
CH.
Film- "Casablanca " 7:35, 10:40,
2:40, 7:30/126BE .
Rehearsal- UMSL Modernaires 2
pm JCP .
Meeting- Extension Staff 2 pm
225 JCP.
Wed. , Oct. 2-Di'scussion- Non-sectarian Bible
Club 12:15, 155 UC.

Sun., Sept. 29 -Meeting- Central Council 2 pm
78 JCP.
Discussion. Group 12:30 UMSL
Women's Club.
Hockey- Women's Field Hockey
UMSL (vs . St. Louis U.) 4 pm
Forest Park.
Thurs., Oct. 3 -Seminar- Math Dept. 10:40 412
CH.
Meeting- University Senate 3 pm
201 BH .
Meeting- Christian Science Organization 7:40 om 272 UC.

•

•
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CHRIS SWANSEN
& THE MOOG SYNTHESIZER
Featuring

•

•

•

•

Don Crocker
& Jon Weiss
CHRIS SWANSEN CAME TO ELECTRONIC MUSIC AFTER
YEARS OF STUDY WITH SUCH ARTISTS AS AARON
COPLAND AND GUNTHER SCHULLER AND AFIER HAVING
PERFORMED PROFESSIONALLY WITH GARY BURTQN~
STAN KENTON AND r1AYNARD FERGUSON. I N 1~6~
HE BECAME COMPOSER IN RESIDENCE AT THE MOOG
STUDIO AND ONE YEAR LATER INTRODUCED TH~ NEW
SYNTHESIZERS TO AN SRO AUDIENCE AT NEW YORK'S
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART. IN ALL) SIX SEPARATE
SYNTHESIZERS ARE USED IN HIS CONCERTS) WHICH
INCLUDE THE MUSIC OF J . S . BACH) GERSHWIN) THE·
BEATLES) BILLIE HOLIDAY) TH~ ROLLING STONES )
SIMON & GARFUNKLE AND DUKE tLLINGTON AS WELL
AS ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS BY SWANSEN AND JON
~1E I SS •

SUNDAY, OCTOBER, 61 8:30 P.M.IJ.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM
$2.00 UMSL STUDENTS/$3.00 FACULTY & STAFF/$4.00 PUBLIC
SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD~ ' SUBSIDIZED WITH STUDENT ACTIV~TY FUNDS
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE UNiVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION DESK

.

Wo;~9~;~Uathletics get financial, legal boost
teams. Whitney said that men
trying out for a women's volleyball team , where there wasn't .
enough interest in a separate
team, could severely hinder
women's participation.
Title IX also states that
Implications to athletic programs:
..
.
.
athletic departments must poll
a . Where selection is based on competitive Skill , athletiCS may
the students each year to find
The law was passed in 1973,
be provided through separate teams for males and females
out what sports they are interand the guidelines for enacting
or through a Single team open to both sexes.
.
ested in. The Athletic Depart- _
it have been discussed in public
b. Institutions must determine, at least annually, In what
ment has reported that if there
forum throughout the country.
, sports students desire to partiCipate.
.
.
was enough interest in a sport
HEW is accepting comments,
c. Equal opportunities to participate in intercollegiate athletiCS
not already offered, it would be
questions and criticisms until
are to be made available for both sexes, but equal aggreoffered on a club basis.
Oct. 15. The final bill will be
gate expenditures are not required .
Club teams do not have
sent to Congress for passage
d. Provide equal opportunities for both sexes as related to regular coaching or work out
and then to President Ford for
(1) Use of facilities
sessions, but act as a base for
signature sometime in January,
(2) Good equipment
developing a team .
it is estimated.
(3) Quality coaching
Smith said he would be disThe discrimination in athlet(4) Mode of travel
cussing a student poll with Bob •
ics both in intercollegiate sports
(5) Health services
Engleken, president oi the stuand physical education pro(6) Insurance program for athletes
dent body. Any concerns, meangrams, came under close scrut(7) Participation on teams
..
while could be addressed to
iny in Title IX.
(8) Financial aid and work opportunities
either him or Engleken.
According to Judy. W~itney,
In discussing equal opportunassistant to the athletlc director
ities, Title IX includes financial
and coordinator of women's ath- courts. In 1973 there were four lositions on the team and
aid, work opportunities or athletletics, the increase in funding of male and one female coach ..
must be judged on the basis of .ic
scholarships. In 1973, $39,361
the program occurred be~~use. of
skill.
was allocated for scholarships_
expanding women s partlclpatlon
Dennis Fallon, coordinator of
The Athletic Department, in out of, the $151,000 budget.
and not as a direct response to the Physical Education proits report to ' the Athletic Com- · None of the scholarships went to
Title IX.
,
gram which is a part of the
mittee following the release of women.
"For the last two years, we ve School of Education, pointed Title
IX this summer, endorsed
The Athletic Department basbeen more or less in a develop- out that "unfortunately, this
position. Smith said that ed its response to scholarship
mental stage, " Whitney said. society says it is very impor- this
women interested especially in money for women on the opinion
"During that period we were tant for men to be athletic.
cross-country and swimming
trying to find out whi~~ spoI!-s And on the other side, society were enthusiastically welcomed of Whitney. The review of the
women wanted to partlclpate m says it is unimportant for by the coaches to work out and women 's program, as submitted .
to the Athletic Commttee, statand where their strengths women to engage in athletics.
co~pete . for positions.
..
ed, "Miss Whitney does not
were."
Fallon, as well as Smith and wish to give athletic grants. This
All of the courses in the P.E.
Women's sports include intercollegiate teams in tennis, vol- program are cooed, he continu- Whitney, said that there were is in keeping with the philosophy
leyball, basketball and field ed. "We stress the student as a physiological differences be- of professional women's athletic
hockey as well as intramural ra- performer and then help eac~ in- tween men and women athletes. organizations. ' ,
Smith elaborated on this posidividual to reach his or her high- Sports regull'lng speed and
quetball , volleyball and tennis.
strength usually displayed the tion. Despite the national trend
Last year, Whitney said, the est level of competency. "
towards women's intercollegiate •
"But there is a difference be- men as better performers.
women 's basketball team won
the 'local championship unbeat- tween the P.E. and the athletic
Whether women will be competition, women are refrainen, 6-0. The league included program, " Fallon said. " We can trying out for such sports as ing from what Smith called the
area universities , colleges and afford to be idealistic about Title football, basketball and wrest- "rat-race .?f scholarshipping."
IX
whereas
intercollegiate ling, which require great speed
junior colleges.
In justifying the tremendous
This year, the women's bas- sp~rts is big business, dealing or strength, is still uncertain,
emphasis on basketball scholketball team will enter the state with winning ball games."
especially if women 's teams
arships-many of
UMSL's
playoffs, and the. tenn~s team
Title XI says that where a
begin to develop.
men's
teams
do
not
receive
will enter the Mlssoun Valley team exists for only one sex,
The concern for women on
Tennis Tournament.
interested members of the men 's teams was equally as scholarships - he said, "if we
Robert Markland, chairman of opposite sex can compete fo~ , great as that of men on women ' s didn't, we'd only win half a
dozen games in basketball, or
the Athletic Committee, stressed
we ' d have to play against
that the women would be
schools which didn 't offer
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS
moving into higher levels of
scholarships.' ,
ATHLETICS PROPOSED BUDGET
competition, traveling more and
Fallon felt that scholarForm 11
generating more interest in their
ships
were overemphasized, as
games .. This,. he said, .~ould. be
Est imated Income:
athletics were overemphasized.
in keepmg wlth the spmt of lID" But, " he continued, "there
proving women' s oppor:tuni~ies
Student Fees
should be a place for scholar$145,762
in athletics as expressed by Title
Other Sources
ships, and they should be
IX.
Gate Receipts
awarded to women. "
5,200
Whitney felt that the women's
Game Guarantees
4,500
teams would be heading towards
Title IX, in its finalized form, •
Advert ising Sales and Concessions
1,762
regional and national comp~ti
may have a direct effect on the
Total.
Estimated
Income'
$157 ,224
tion as the skills of the teams mposition of athletic scholarships,
creased. Their advancement is-but as of yet, the implementaEstimated
Expenses:
being supported with more
tion is still unclear.
funds, allowing for uniforms , exDirector
$ 2,000
Use of athletic facilities is
panded playing schedules,. I,Dore
Baseball
11 ,000
another concern of Title IX.
equipment,
and
additlonal
Basketball
54 ,000
Whitney stressed that the
coaches.
Cheerleaders and PomPom
women 's teams had prime
900
Title IX spells out those ,'reas
Cross Country
1 ,200
time on the volleyball courts •
in athletic spending which
Golf
3 ,520
and that they had "never been
should be provided equally for
Soccer
16,397
denied the fields for hockey. "
teams of both sexes. For exSports Information
4,400
. One student member of the
ample, the mode of travel to
Swimming
3 ,249
women's basketball team felt
games cannot be buses for men
Steamers Club
200
that the team got the leftover
and carpools for women. The
Tennis
3,190
time on the courts. She said
hiring of personnel for the launWrestling
6 ,500
the women practiced in the
dry and equipment rooms was a
Women 's Athletics
17,651
evening last year, and the time
step towards, accommodating the
Administration and Operational
13,152
often conflicted with ' their
different teams.
Equipment Rooms
11,994
sc1'!edules.
The underlining concern of
Laundry Room
4 ,081
Title IX is that the traditional
Although the additional $6200
Training Room
3,750
routing away of women from
is a boost to the women's proTotal
Estimated
Expenses
157,224
athletic competition be overgram this year , there is not
come. At UMSL, there are apguarantee that such funds will
ESTIMATED
EXCESS
OF
INCOME
proximately three men to every
be available in the ye~s to
OVER EXPENDITURES
$
-0woman in the fields or on the
come.
However,
Marklan!i
said,
"Whitney will be entering the .
budgeting process in the Athletic Department with more power,
in terms of setting P,Olicies,
scheduling and funding. ' Smith
said that they may see some redistribution of funding within
the Athletic Department to accommodate an expanding women's program.
Edit~r . . . . . .. '- ' . : . .. Walt Ja~hek
Photography Director . . Larry LaBrier
How Title IX will be enforced ..
Production Chief . . . . • . . • • • Paul Fe,.
Business Manager . . . . . . . .. Mike Lowe
is still uncertain. But, as one
Advertising Managtlr . . . . Gary Hoffman
:"ic ..... fuitor . . • . . . . •. ' :' lI~n Cohen
woman expressed the impact of
features Editor . . . . . . . . l\'ia~2ie Arbini
Ad Technician . . . . . . . . Paul April
the new laws on not only athAd Technician . . . . . Tom Lochmoeller
Arts Editor . . . . . . . .' . . Be\' BisChO~
letes, but on the educational and
Copy Editor . . . . . . . . . Michelle Loftin
Sports Edit.o r . . . . . . Bri!ln F!inchpau2h
social system itself, " Women
will learn that they have muscles
The Current is published weeklv at 256 University Center , 8001 Natural Bridge Rd ., SI.
that they Gan use.
..
Louis , · Mo . 63121 . Phone: (31 4) 453-5174 ..
. . .
.
"Women
must
be
encouraged
Financed in part by student activity fees , the Curre~t IS pub~lshed b~ the staff an~ IS
to take part in athletic programs,
not an official publication of the Un ivers ity of MiSSOUri . The university IS not responSIble
to strive and to compete.
for the Current's contents and policies.
. .
.
L
Note.' In the co'ming 7!lo~ths,
Editorials are the opinion of t.he ed itor and lor the edltonal staff . Articles labled
Title IX's impact will be felt
"Commentary" are ,he opinion of the individual writer .
not only in the area of
Advert ising rates available upon request. Member , Missouri College Newspaper
lthletics, but in all phases of . '
Associat ion .
~he university-admissions, financial aid, student organizations and employment.
S

FOCUS
Wome'n 's
intercollegiate
sports, in t~rms of. dollars an.d
cents, began movmg. up t.h ls
year with an increase m funding
fro~ the Athletic Department
and special monies from state
appropriations.
Last year, the request of
$6200 for expansion of the women's program was granted, 8..!1d
an additional $4000 for secunty
and extended use of the MultiPurpose Building was funneled
through the Chancellor's office
to the Athletic Department.
The Multi-Purpose Building,
located on the far north end of
campus, houses the gymnasium,
swimming pool and handball
courts. Tennis courts and pl~y
ing fields flank the building.
The Athletic Department and
intercollegiate sports are supported by $7.50 from each student's activity fee.
The Current received copies of
the 1974-75 proposed athletic
budget with little difficulty. In
the past, the budget was not
easily accessible to students.
The following figures relate to
women ' s athletics in 1973-74:
* The total athletic budget in
was
estimated
at
1973-74
$151,260.
* Out of the budget, it was
estimated that the women 's
program received about $1,000
for travel, association dues ,
officials for games and equipment.
* The entire women 's budget
was estimated at $15,000, which
included the $1,000 for the
teams, as well as staff salaries,
operational expenses and use of
the equipment and laundry
rooms .
According to Charles Smith,
director of the Athletic Department, the estimated budget for
women's athletics in 1974-75 is
approximately $35,000.
The following figures relate to
this year 's women 's athletics:
* The total athletic budget in
1974-75 is estimated at $157,224.
This figure is still subject to
change since it was based on
projected enrollments that have
not been finalized.
* Because of the different
format of the budget this year,
the category of Women's Athletics includes the expenses for
participating in leagues as well
as staff salaries. The amount allocated is $17,651, an increase of
almost $3,000.

* Additional expenditures
which affect women 's athletics include $3600 for the
women's equipment room-up
until this year they had been
sharing the men's facilities;
$1000 for laundry room expenses' and $2000 for additional
coa~hes funded from Administration
and
Operational
monies .
* Also included are the
$6200 of special state money
and the implied additional use
of the facilities from the $4000
for security.
The planning of the athletic
budget is done jointly by the
Athletic Department and the
Athletic Committee of the
University Senate. This year
the committee has been expanded to include four, rather
than two, students in the
interest of broadening students' involvement in the use
of their activity fees .
The budget for the upcoming year is normally completed
in the previous spring ~o t~at
it can move up the unlverslty
hierarchy for approval.
This 'summer the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare came out with its
proposed guidelines for putting
Title IX into effect. Title IX
states that no ed'u cational
activity or program receiving
Federal aid can discriminate
on the basis of sex.

'The basic provision of Title IX is 'j
Sex discrimination shall be prohibited in institutions tha~ receive financial assistance. All schools must treat admitted
students without discrimination on the basis of sex.

•

..

•
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LETTERS

Another president gone
Dear. Editor:
Gasp!
Our dearly beloved C. Brice '
Ratchford. President of the University of
Missour!, has steooed down for two
months? Only two months, huh? Oh well, I
was thankfull and relieved when good old
you-know-who stepped down.
Is Unkelsby granting a pardon? •
Name withheld upon request

•

.. Not-so-ilmazing theft?
Dear Editor:
Well, well, another theft on campus.
This time projectors, but this time (ha, hal
it was in broad daylight.
Actually, it must be consid~red amazing
when you consider the fine campus police
.. we have. 'Tell me how, just how could
anyone rip off with all those projeators
from the building right next to the police
office? Why, it hardly seems possible that
our diligent, hard working, illustrious
all-star campus police could let such a
thing happen. But then, we all know that
they were probably professional criminals
.. of the highest order, ri~ht? Maybe . Then
again, maybe our pohce aren't so illustrious, hard working or diligent. No,
forget that thought. It isn't possible.
Then we must look for answers to certain
questions, such as: Where were our police?
Let' s see now, they were probably out
writing tickets--tickets that will probably
• bring in a third the .cost of those
projectors. Brilliant, wouldn't you agre.e ?
Then again, maybe our police were

5

engaged -in their iatest practice of backing
into a parking spoto-that's illegal, isn't it?
No, it mustn't be--with their engines
running, waiting for ... Well, you ask, what
are they waiting for?
_ Si!.11ple. They're waiting for thos~ ' dudes
with that stolen equipment to go running
through the garage, ana then, when they
see those dudes, they're going to jump
right out of those cars and they're going to
yell:
"Bang, bang ... you're deadl"
Carl Grant

Parody was 'painful'
Dear Editor:
If Mr. Pagano wishes to make a great,
toddling ass of himself in print ("Commentary ", Sept. 12) it is, of course,
entirely his affair. However, I do wish he
would not attempt to make use of satire
while doing so. To witness such a noble
and expressive art form placed into the
hands of one so utterly inept in it's use is
an extremely painful experience--rather
like watching a baboon amble it's great,
hairy hands over the well-tuned keys of a
Steinway. The use of satire as an effective
weapon is difficult; and requires at least a
modicum of competence in the following
critical areas :
1) Keeness of wit
2) Clarity of thought
3) Excellence of compositional style

Something New
Sti II wondering what to do after
college? You might get a better picture from the a ir. Find
out if you qualify for flying lessons in the Air Force ROTC
Program ... cr a full college
scholarship. You get the
picture?

•

Contact Capt. Walker _ __
At 652-1022

For Intellectually Inclined

'Single Adults
A social club and discussion group for single alum ni of any age and students
over 21. For information,
write:
Continuing Education Fellowship
Box 2954 University City,
Missouri 63130
(Free admiss!on for philosopy majors to our September 28 dance.)

Mr. Pagano has impaled himself on- the
very blunt point of his own pen. After
wading through the pitiful product of his
thoughts~ one can only feel a certain
kinship, not to say admiration, for those
whom he chooses to lampoon as his
enemies.
James A. McNeill

A $10.95 shocker

over in my hands looking for the gold
plated edges. No gold plated edges. Well,
perhaps it had color illustrations. No , no
color illustrations. "Ahem, could you tell
me why this costs SI0.95? ". Still looking the
other way, the girl replied "Mumble,
mumble," "Excuse me? " "Mumble,
mumble , mumble." "I see."
Well, surely there i!' a reason . No
doubt it probably lies in the transportation
of these hand-made masterpeices across
the campus from the print shop to the
bookstore. Yes, surely that is the reason.
Sure.
Carl Grant
LETTERS POLICY: Letters to the editor
are encouraged and should be typed,
double-spaced. No unsigned letters will be
accepted but names wID be held ' upon
request.

Dear Editor:
Alas, we are in the third week of school
and my Education 302 book has selfdestructed. It now exists as an assorted FRANKLY SPEAKING . .. .by phil frank
array of 462 pages, a monument to the
process from which it comes.
The story, however, 'Should not begin
here. The real beginning lies in the dark
depths of the student union in what is
more commonly known as R.O .B. (Rip-Off
Bookstore.) Yes, within the walls of that
institution held dear to the heart of all
UMSL students li~s the first encounter
with the Ed 302 book.
My first encounter was a typical one.
The girl who was helping me looked the
other way and pointed at a stack of green
bl>oks and said with a tone of Qity "That's
your 302 book." Wonderful. I proceeded to
pick one up and open the cover. The cover
promptly separated from the rest of the
text with a note of permance. That was
I CRAMME.D SO MUC.~ fOR.
alright, I was use to that. I had the 101
1l{1~ f:::tAM, 1 GOT CD~IPA1ONI.'·
course.The real shocker was on the second
page--SlO.95. I silently turned the book
'f

wr.:..a..
- ' . .'
W.UR~·,.

RUG SALE

Large apartment own'ers
selling huge slrplu~ of new
rugs, all bound~
100% NYLON PILE, 9 x 12 $26, 12 x 15 $46
GOLD, GREEN, BLUE , RED 100 % DEEP
PLUSH POLYESTER SHAGS 9 x 12 $38,
12 x 15 $59, GREEN , GOLD , ORANGE,
RED, BLUE, PINK , PURPLE .

Othe·r siz~s & colors ayailable.
New· . tremendous saYings.

•

•

.

•

PICK UP AN OFFICIAL CURRENT CLASSIFIED AD
ENVELOPE FROM ROOM 255 U. CENTER OR FROM
THE CURRENT MAILBOX IN THE U. CENTER LOBBY.
JOe A WORD. ADS MUST BE IN ONE WEEK PRIOR TO
PUBLICATION DATE.
HELP WANTED
PERSONAL
Your own hours , approx .
Christopher McKarton .
$3-$4/hr . Call 481 -2791.
Who is the killer?
FOR SALE
1972 Duster $1900 or best
offer 426-5731
FOR SALE
For Sale: 1972 Pinto , radio , heater , automatic.
Good gas mileage. $1550,
Call 869-9942.
FOR RENT
Sublet two bedroom apart• ment . Nearby. Oct . 20April 30 . $180. Call 5240795 .
..
.

.. -----------------

KITTENS
2 cute free kittens , black
with white markings . 8624267 .

•

•

•

•

--------~---- . -.--

TUTORS WANTED .
Attention: Med ., Law or
Grad . students . Tutors
wanted for work in St.
Louis . Must be good in
science and math or verbal
,skills. Call Chicago collect
(312) 764-5151 . Interviews
will be conducted by our '
local representative .
LOGOS NEEDS PEOPLE
Saint Louis ' oldest alternative high school needs volunteers to help troubled
students with their academic. studies . Call Chris
or Eric , 534-2252.
-"- - - - _ ... - - ~ - - - ...... : " -"
PERSONAL
DATES GALORE . Meet
singles-Iocally .,_
exciting
Free application : DATELINE, Alpha, Ohio.

CAU FOR DIRECTlOIIS,
110011 'TIL 9 P•••

9.62.1406

CARPER
PROPERTY CO.
,.
1229 Hanley Industrial CC?urt

,Brentwood

PERSONAL
Mike sends congratulations & love to Yvonne the
Journalist-somewhere in ,
the jungles of Columbia.
PERSONAL
Welcome back , Reggie!
PERSONAL
Frank Watson : Where are ,
you really?

................... - ...

- - ...... _ .........

FOUND
Books
Keys
Contact lense cases
Pens
Wallets
Purses
Slide rules
Glasses
Sunglasses
Notebooks
Rel igious medals

All Items may be Pickefi
up at the Information Desk.
in the University Center.
Items wch as boOks and
keys are not described in
this -column as the owner
must identify.them .
This 'liSting is tor one week
only . The Information
Desk has numerous books,
notebooks, and · countless
other items dating back six
months. They strongly ado,
vise that students put their:
names in all books 'and,
notebooks.

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS at

THfARfllA

Drivers'

tiJ.I,

Ed--U~Sl

style

:

Maggie Arbini
In order to park and be on
time for a 9 :40 class , arrive at
the 2 mile catarpillar, tail on exit
ramp to Hwy 70 , hear! near
outpost " Blue Metal Bldg. ",
somewhere around 6:45 t he
previous evening.
Of course the shuttling mausoleum between UMSL and Korvette 's is an alternate route .
There isn 't a friendlier group of
people around than the riders,
except maybe the terrorists. surrounding the Lisbon airport this
May.
Or , if you have a Quixotic
sense (that's synonomous with
stupid) and hope that there may
be space within walking distance, after all what is 5280 feet,
circle closer to campus . But
watch out for sly motorists who
lurk in access and e ntry ramps,
corners, and intersections, they
are a mean and vicious lot.
Wearing white hoods and carrying small crosses they burnt
faculty/ staff stickers in effigy
last week.
Women's libbers should be
pleased to know women are
receiving equal treatment on the
lots. Last Wednesday a fellow
was waiting for a car to leave , it
pulled out and a female motorist
snuck in. It is happily reported
.she was given the same treatment as any man . He beat her
over the head with a tire jack
and pushed her car off the
fourth story of the parking
garage.
One innovating car pool took
classes at variant hours and
switches off driving around
campus in shifts.
The constant movement
hides their floating crap game
from the campus vigilantes.
In other sporting action, workmen on the roof of the MultiPurpose Bldg. were reported
taking bets that the red VW
couldn 't make it from the back
entrance to the stop sign in half
an hour .

SUN., SEPT. 29th , 8:00 P.M.

$7.50. - $6~50 - $5.50
.

.

Tickets available_Arena. Box Office
Regal. Sports
JOE's Music Shop. #3
Goldies Ticket Agen~y
Moil ordns: Arena ticket office, 5700 Oakland Ave. ,
St . lo ui s, Mo . 63110 (Enclosed stomped self-ad dr;: ;,',: d E·nvelcpe)

Placke Toyota
3630 s. Kilgshighway

Students
Presents your ID card and
receive a 10% discount on
parts and labor. Specializing In British and Japanese autos.
351·3000
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Dvorak, Ives performed
in first Powell concert

THE ARTS

Poe:Madness= Genius?
Rene Conroy

The Poe enthusiasts gathered
clan-like last Saturday at the
appointed hour for •• A Condition
of Shadow" at the J .C. Penney
Bldg. Auditorium. This one man
show presented by actor and
professor Jerry Rockwood consists of a characterization of Edgar Allan Poe developed through
selected poems, letters and short
stories. All the myths and
legends surrounding this author
were scrutinized.
Rockwood makes effective use
of recorded material to enhance
the mood, a hellish quality
projected during the performance, relieved occasionally by
Poe'~ crazed humor. Within the
sparse setting befitting the writer's poverty, Rockwood , bearing
an eerie resemblance to Poe,
traces the tragedy in the author's personal and professional
life.
On the edge of their seats anticipating a favorite personal
poem or short story, the audience was not dissappointed.
The recitation of •• Annabel
Lee, " "The Raven" and " The
Tell-Tale Heart" within the context of the conflicts of Poe that
spawned such creations, reinforced the pathetic quality portrayed. A short story titled

ond sta.tement is a fifth higher,
why can't the third go another
fifth higher, and the fourth
another fifth higher." rhe result
was a dissonant design which
reeled the mind to try and pick
out the o~iginal theme .

AI Fraser

A POETRY READING or a debaucb? Jerry Rockwood as Edgar
ADen P~ captured tbe man's manJc-depresslve nature. [pboto by
Harlie Frankel
"Hop-Frog" illustrates the man- is a requirement for his special
iacal, sadistic side of Poe's per- vision and · genius and subseson~ty and its reading plunged
quently proclaims himself to be
the VIewer from self-deprecating a god, credibility becomes
humor to desperate hostility strained.
within Poe.
Watching a manic-depressive
The financial straits, marital character like Poe destroy himproblems, alcoholism and drug self is not entertaining in my
experimentation and ultimate opinion, but as theatre it proved
madness that filled Poe's world stimulating. Rockwood managed
were treated sympathetically by to bala'lce for the most part, the
Rockwood. The traumatic child- most depressing scenes with an
hood and rejection by his step- alternating light one. However,
father were vividly reenacted to the progressive demise of Poe
perhaps explain the author's in- could not in life or portrayal in
ability to feel secure. However, the theatre be relieved by
as Poe postulates .that madness humor.

If you were at Powell Hall
Thursday night, Sept. 19. you
might have felt that you were
attending a festival of strange
and
wondrous
sights
and
Even stranger to the ear was
sounds. And so it was, for the
event was the opening of the the " Gen'l Slocum." This is a
fifty-ninth season of the St. piece about the sinking of an ex- .
cursion boat that bore the name,
Louis Symphony Orchestrl!.
"The Gen'l Slocum. " First the
The first work performed was general hum of the engines ~as
Antonin
Dvorak 's
"Carnival heard , and the simple act of
Overture. " This overture is the' closing your eyes took you out to
middle part of a triple overture sea. Then the steady rhythm of
called "Nature, Life and Love, " th.e engines was broken, and the
in which Dvorak 's music tells. bassoons and basses sounded a
the story of a solitary wander- surreal foghorn. Suddenly, ev-.
er's journey from the beautiful erything exploded!
Fourteen
Bohemian countryside to a small rhythms happened all at once,
town in which a carnival is in and your guess is as good as
process. The joyous opening of mine as to whether the symthe "Carnival Overture" cele- phony kept it together. In any
brates the wanderer 's return case, the explosion subsided and
from Nature to humanity with a the Gen'l Slocum sunk into the
familiar Slavonic dance. In the dark depths .
following passage , the clarinets,
The last work on the program"
English horns and solo violin
call forth the pastoral theme . was " Pictures at an ExhibiThen the wanderer drifts back tion." " Pictures" was originally
again to the carnival and the a piano suite for four hands that
joyous celebration begins anew was written by Modest Musthis time louder and g.~yer.
' sor~ky . The work was inspired
by a posthumous showing of the
Many strange sounds were paintings of Mussorgsky's great
heard in the second piece of the friend Victor Hartmann, and.
program, a trilogy composed of ~ence .t~e. structure of th.e mu~ic
"March ill" "Fugue in Four IS a dIVISIon of ten musIcal plCKeys," and " The Gen'l Slo- torials inters paced with four
cum" by American composer . promenades.
C~arles Ives. Ives, w~o would
. Walter Susskind and the
celebrate his hundreth birthday St. Louis . S~phony Orchestra
this year if he were still alive. brought. this f?I e collaboration to
chose this for his premise for the the. audIence J? an excellent anq.
fugue-in-four-keys ' "If th
polished fas~on,. and won the
.
e sec- deserved admIratIon of all.

Leon Ru •• ell.reache. new helvhf. of dlver.lfy In hi. new LP
Norty Coben

Leon Russell reveals his bag
of goodies in the diverse, yet
well done album , " Stop All That
Jazz. " His efforts have produced
10 different variations of pleasurable listening. Each arrange~ent has its own mood , style,
and is equally apart from the
rest. Leon has picked a remarkable assortment of musicians,
including .Tohn Cale. Jamie Oldaker, Carl Raddle, among others.
Each song rea<;hes a progressive spectrum, using countless
rock, jazz, country and blues
techniques. The title track is an
assortment of mellow horns and
Leon's blues. " Leaving WhippONwill ' . is a boogie-oriented
rock song broken by a moog lind
dobro . The incredible " Ballad of
Hollis Brown" brings out a

bluesy Hank Williams in Leon's
voice mixed with an unbelievable African beat with horns.
"Time for Love" is a simple
ballad, beautifully done and
solely by Leon . "Srri~shed"
jumps into a jazzy expression of
co.u ntry blues. The album con-

Works of lIya Bolotowsky
to be shown at UMSL
Gallery 210 at UMSL and
the Elizabeth Stein Gallery in
Webster Groves will jointly
sponsor an exhibit of sculpture
and abstract prints by New
York artist Ilya Bolotowsky
Oct. 1-30.
Several pieces of sculpture
and more than 10 prints will
be displayed in 210 Lucas Hall
on the UMSL campus from 10
~ to 2 pm Monday through
Fnday and from 5:30 to 7:30
pm Tuesday and Wednesday.

tains so many entertaining
sounds , I recommend a listen.
Stop. by the information desk
and ask for the tape .

CAR
Committee Again t
Raci m
Concerned about raci m?
Come to "Forum on
Raci m
in
chool"
Phone 843-4348 Tom

4947
Delmar Blvd.
361-6360

3115 S.Grand
865-1850

•

Need a contraceptive?
Need a pregnancy test?

•

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
SIGMA EPSILON

COLONY OF

SI&MA
PHI
EPSILON

EMERSON LAKE&

•

•

Tomorrow's Fraternity, Todayl
•

SIG EP is the fraternity for today's man; but we are
more than that . We are looking to the future, your
future and our future.
SIG EP understands that men should be treated as
men, with respect and dignity. After all, isn't that what
brotherhood is all about?
Times have changed .. .and so have we! Tomorrow's
fraternity for today's man.

Nightly 7:40. 9:35
late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:30

\

1

DANCE/PARTY
8:30 pm-12:30 pm
Saturday, Sept. 28th
Contact John Z. or
Howard M. for details

CONTACT:
John Zimmerschied
291-1446
Howard Marcus
567-3126

•

•
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SPORTS

•

Road kind to soccer Rivermen
•

•

IT'S ONLY PRActICE: These two UMSL runners had less to smile
about after their first cross country meet of the season. [Photo by
Greg Ahrens]

Harriers need more support
Jim Shanahan
The Rivermen harriers opened
their season Wednesday , Sept.
18, with one victory and two losses in a triple dual meet in
~Forest Park. UMSL defeated
Millikin 22-34, while losing to
Greenville 23-35 and Washington U. 25-32.
Rivermen captain Steve Barylski turned in a good performa.lce, finishing third in the field
in a time of 31:21. Freshman
.Neil Rebbe also ran well placing
eighth in the field in a time of
32:57. Jim Shanahan took fif-

There is

0

teenth in 34:05, John Fitzpatrick
took sixteenth in 34:25-, and
freshman Paul Friedrich took
seventeenth in 34:50 to round
out the scoring for the Rivermen . Dennis Gyllenhaal of
Washington U. took first place
honors in a time o~ 30:38.
,
" We were very Impressed by
the performance of Barylski" and
Rebbe ran well for his first
college meet," noted head coach
Dan Wall. " But if we expect to
win consistently we have to close
the gap between our second and
third man. "

••• Average incfease in reading speed
of 7-10 times.
'
••• Increased comprehension and reca.ll.
, ••• Guaranteed results.
.••. Lifetime members'lii', privileges.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDlICATIONAL CENTER

FOR ST. LOUIS

Classes Call
Chicago Collect
(312) 764·5151

This week marks the beginning of the 1974-75 UMSL Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Program. This year's activity gets
under way when UMSL's women
face Meramec in a field hockey
game here at UMSL on Sept. 27.
In addition to field hockey, three
other sports; basketball, tennis
and volleyball, will complete this
year's competition. Overall, the
outlook for the women's program at UMSL is improving
even though women's athletics
is still faced with problems.

Outside disorganization, however, has clearly hindered the
program here. Many colleges,
faced with problems of organization already surmounted here at
UMSL, have dropped women 's
athletics. This has at times caused problems in finding adequate
competition to complete a schedule . In addition, women 's intercollegiate athletics lack any consistent structure from year to
year that allows advancement
beyond local to state or national
competition.
Director Whitney also indicated that lack of communication

On Campus
~t UMSL this semester

Most courses begin 8 weeks prior
to test date - REGISTER EARL Y

2050 W. Devon , Chicago
(312) 764·5151

Tom Klein

. Evelyn WQod
Reading Dyna'm.ics

Spr ing and Summer MCAT Compact Classes
Excellent Test Preparation
Voluminous Homework Material
Limited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Rev iew or Missed Classes
Course Material Constantly Updated
Instructors Experienced in Your Test

~I

For More Information

EST , 1938

Call

878-6262
2001
a space odyssey

(;

ed his second shutout of the season, his first - coming si"x (jays
'earlier in a 2-0 win over Bene'dictine. Deason has only allowed
only the two goals given up to
St. Louis U, in the first game of
~he season .
The Rivermen will meet Quincy College . last year '
'AlA
champion , at 4 :15 pm Wednesday , Sept. 25 at UMSL. Two
home games follow Sept. 28
against Western Illinois and the
homecoming game with Xavier
University on S~turday , Oct, 5 .
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Women's athletics Improve
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The soccer Rivermen took to .
Back Al RUQroff also deserves
the road for the first time this 'mention for ' his s-pecial effort.
year and came home with their ltud'roff assisted on Kevin Missecond win of the young season, 'sey's opening goal with 'only 7
a 3-0 triumph over Eastern minutes, 20 seconds gone in the
lllinois University at Charleston , game and also on both of Ted
lll. on Sept. 21.
O'Neill's scores at 21:30 and
Ted O'Neill, an All-American 35:15 to give him three assists
in his days at Florissant Valley for the afternoons . Rudroff now
Community College, led the seems a fixture on the backline.
Rivermen with two goals as
The play of goalie Don Deason
UMSL raised their record to 2-1. in recent days seems to have
For O'Neill, his tallies gave him dispelled any doubts about the
a team leading total of 3 for the situation in the nets for the
season, the first coming in the. Rivermen following the graduaseason opening loss to St .. Louis , tion of All-American Frank TuU., UMSL's lone tally.
sinski. Deason. a senior, record-

PAY HE 1~ MILLlQ,N DOLLARS BY DAWN OR
THE WORLD'S GREATEST LINER WILL RIP
OPEN LIKE A CAN OF SARDINES AND 1200

has hurt. the program . . 'The big
problem here is trying to convince the girls that they can
compete. I think for so long it
was a male dominated world in
sports that the women felt they couldn't compete. But this no
'longer is true'."
In spite of these difficulties
the situation is improving and
the UMSL program continues to
make progress. This year the
girls will con:pete in a local six
team conference although the
size of this conference will vary
with certain sports. The month
of October will feature competition in volleyball and field
hockey with such local schools as
St. Louis University and SIUEdwardsville. Later, of course,
basketball and tennis will be
stressed . In basketball , Lne athletic departmept plans to ,. go
full force " in conference competition and hopefully be able to
qualify for state and national
tournaments .

Golf Classic
results
For the third straight year
Memphis State University captured the Division I title in the
Mid-American Intercollegiate
Golf Classic and New Orleans
University the Division II
croWD.
The tournament, hosted by
UMSL, and played at Terre Du
Lac Country Club in Bonne
Terre , Mo ., has gro ....,o into
one of the nations top fall
intercollegiate golf outings.
In winning their third Mid'American title, Memphis State
tied their scoring record established last' year. The Tigers
finished with rounds of 290293-287-303 for a total of 1173,
in 72 holes of play . Lanny
Trottan of Memphis State was
the top individual golfer in the
tournament with rounds of
73-73-72-72 for a total of 290, a
stroke off the record set by
Dave Halford of MSU .
New Orleans University was
the top finisher in the College
Division bracket with a final of
305-301-308-305 for a total of
1219. Western Illinois finished
second with a 1235 total for
the tourney .
UMSL finished fourth in the
Division II class with round
totals of 308-310-319-320 for a
1251 total. The golfing Rivermen finished behind Northern '
Illinois University , Western
lliinois and New Orleans.

European
Car Parts
1015 McCausland
St. louis Mo. 63117
781-8086
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A POLITICAL) MUSICAL CABARET) THE BOSTON TEA PARTY IS THE LATEST CREATION OF

~LLAN ALBERT WHO CONCEIVED AND DIRECTED THE LONGRUNNING BOSTON AND ~ E W YORK
REVUE) "THE PROPOSITION." SO ME OF THE MATERIAL FOR THE BOSTON TEA PARTY WAS
WRITTEN BY PEOPLE SUCH AS JULES FEIFFER) PHILIP ROTH AND I\RT BUCHWALp,. SOME
IS IrvlPRoVISED ON THE SPOT. PERFORMED , BY MEMBERS OF "THE PROPOSITION 'J THE SHOW
FEATURES:
---THE BOSTON TEA PARTY--A STORY THEATER VERSION OF TH~ TEA PARTY
WITH ORIGANAL MUSIC fNCLUDING "THE PLYMOUTH ROCK)" THE STAMP
ACT BLUES AND THE" AY MAN BOOGIE " .

---THE POLITICAL SPEECH--A CLICHE RIDDEN COLLECTION OF POLITICALLY
EXPEDIENT ' CATCH PHRASES.
---THE EXECUTIVE SOFT SHOE--A VAUDEVILLE CAKE WALK WITH DOUBLE TALK.
---THE WATERGATE HOEDOWN--A TEAPURDY FAMILY SING-ALONG.

---A

PRESS CONFERENCE IN WHICH THE AUDIENCE ASKS THE QUESTIONS.

---AND MUCH MORE

II
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The Boston Tea Party I
an official Bicentennial organization I
•
,.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER, 11/8:30 P.M.IJ.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM
$2.00 UMSL STUD~ NTS/$3.00 FACULTY & STAFF/$4.00 PUBLIC
THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN SUBSIDIZED
WITH :)TUDENT !iCTIVITY FUNDS .
TICK ETS AVA ILABLE AT TH E

UNIVERSITY CENT ER I NFORMATION DESK,
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